Re: NAIC Uniform Continuing Education Reciprocity Agreement

Dear CE Providers,

I am writing to all approved CE Providers in _____ to announce that _____ has joined into an agreement with the States regarding CE reciprocity. With just a few exceptions, a course approved by a participating state will be accepted by other participating states by merely filing a standard filing form and one or two attachments.

The participating states have agreed that they will not re-review another state’s CE credit awards. Instructor qualifications will also not be re-reviewed. A standard course filing form will be used for reciprocity filings. (copy enclosed).

This agreement does not change any of a provider’s current duties under ______ law. A provider must still be independently qualified as an approved provider in a participating state. Approval is not automatic as state regulations on items such as whether certain topics or methods of instruction are permitted remain in place in all participating states.

This program will commence in ____________ on ____________.

Sincerely,

enclosures: Reciprocity Agreement
NAIC Uniform Continuing Education Reciprocity Filing Form